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By combining dynamic force microscopy experiments and first-principles calculations, we have studied
the adhesion associated with a single atomic contact between a nanoasperity —the tip apex—and a
semiconductor surface—the Ge111-c2  8. The nanoasperity’s termination has been atomically
characterized by extensive comparisons of the measured short-range force at specific sites with the
chemical forces calculated using many atomic models that vary in structure, composition, and relative
orientation with respect to the surface. This thorough characterization has allowed us to explain the
dissipation signal observed in atomic-resolution images and force spectroscopic measurements, as well as
to identify a dissipation channel and the associated atomic processes.
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Friction and adhesion are ultimately originated by the
interaction of multiple nanoasperities between two bodies
in contact [1]. A model system for the fundamental research of such complex phenomena is a sharp tip—a single
nanoasperity —interacting with a surface. Investigations
under this model using atomic force microscopy (AFM)
have greatly expanded the phenomenology on the nanometric scale [2 – 4] and, although the determination of the
contact area —a fundamental parameter in these experiments—is a difficult task [5], a great progress in understanding friction and adhesion has been accomplished [1].
In this context, the most basic and well-defined case one
could think about is the study of the friction and adhesion
originated in a single atomic contact [6]. Access to this
approach can be provided experimentally by true-atomicresolution dynamic AFM [7,8] as the imaging mechanism
in this technique is attributed to the interaction of the tip
outermost atom with the surface [9–12]. Reliable studies
under such approach require, however, the characterization
of the tip-apex termination [4], quite a complicated task
commonly avoided. Besides, friction and adhesion on
single atomic contacts should be closely related with intrinsic unsolved questions to this AFM technique as the
controversial origin of atomic resolution in the short-range
(SR) interaction mediated dissipation signal [13–17]—the
additional amount of energy the cantilever requires to
keep the oscillation amplitude at resonance constant with
respect to the free-oscillation situation [13,17]—or the
mechanism associated with recent atomic manipulation
experiments [18–20].
In this Letter, we clearly identify a channel for the
experimentally observed dissipation signal when probing
a semiconductor surface. We show that this dissipation
channel is related with the adhesion properties of a single
atomic contact and provide a detailed atomistic description
of the process involved.
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We used a home-built ultrahigh vacuum dynamic scanning force microscope operated at low temperature (80 K)
[18] under the frequency modulation detection method
(FM-AFM) [21] and constant cantilever oscillation amplitude [22]. A phase-lock-loop based electronics was used
for the detection and regulation of the cantilever dynamics.
Force spectroscopy was performed recording the shift (f)
from the first mechanical resonant frequency of the cantilever (f0 ) as a function of the tip-sample relative vertical
displacement (Z) over selected atomic positions [23]. After
each spectroscopic measurement, the absence of any tip or
surface modification was checked by imaging the surface.
The determination of the cantilever stiffness (K) and the
oscillation amplitude (A), as well as the inversion procedure method used, are described elsewhere [24]. The freeoscillation Q value was obtained using the ring-down
method [15]. During both topographic and spectroscopic
measurements the electrostatic interaction was minimized
by compensating the tip-surface contact potential difference [24]. The SR force curves were obtained by the
subtraction to the total force curve of a fitting on the
long-range region [12] to a Hamaker-like analytic model
for the van der Waals (vdW) interaction [11,12,24]. The Si
tip and Ge surface preparation is described elsewhere
[18,20]; gentle tip-surface contacts during initial imaging
enabled a further improvement in the tip resolution.
Calculations were performed using a local basis set
density functional theory code (FIREBALL) [25] designed
to deal with large-scale simulations while offering a very
favorable accuracy-efficiency balance if the basis set is
carefully chosen. We used a minimal basis that includes
s and p orbitals for Ge and Si (cutoff radius of 4.8 a.u. and
5.4 a.u. for the s and p Si orbitals, and 5.5 a.u. for the Ge
orbitals) that yields a very good description of the bulk
properties of both elements. The surface was modeled by a
(8  4) periodic slab that includes 7 Ge layers with H
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atoms saturating the bottom one. Only the  point was used
to sample the Brillouin zone. The tip-surface interaction
energy was determined in a stepwise, quasistatic manner
by approaching the tip parallel to the surface. At each step
the atoms in both the slab and the tip model were allowed
to relax to their ground state configuration with convergence criteria for the total energy and forces of 106 eV
 respectively; only the slab last layer with
and 0:05 eV=A,
H atoms saturating it and the topmost part of the tip model
were kept fixed. The SR forces were calculated as a numerical derivative of the total energy with respect to the
tip-surface distance.
Two typical topographic patterns have been identified
for the Ge111-c2  8 surface using AFM [26]: one
(pattern A) shows both the rest atoms and the adatoms
[Fig. 1(b)], and the other (pattern B) only shows the
adatoms as protrusions [Fig. 2(b)]. Alternation between
these patterns can be often obtained by inducing slight
tip-apex modifications. In the experiments shown here,
the surface was initially explored with a tip-apex termination that produced stable pattern A imaging, when all the
spectroscopic measurements associated with the forces

shown in Fig. 1 were acquired. Then, the tip apex was
intentionally modified by gentle and controlled contacts
with the surface until stable pattern B imaging was obtained and, again, site-specific force spectroscopy was
performed (Fig. 2). Note that both spectroscopic series
were measured under exactly the same experimental (f0 ,
A, K, Q) and cantilever dynamics regulation parameters;
only the f set point for imaging was varied from
15:5 Hz in Fig. 1 to 13:4 Hz in Fig. 2. This corresponds
to imaging at a maximum total force (including the longrange vdW interaction) close to 1:4 nN and 1:2 nN,
respectively.
Despite the resemblance of the SR forces in both
cases—especially over the adatom sites—a stunning fact
is, however, the appearance of a dissipation signal in the
spectroscopic series of Fig. 1 and the complete absence —
even for the highest tip-surface interaction forces—in the
case of Fig. 2. Besides, the plateaulike behavior for the
dissipation signal over the adatom positions shown in
Fig. 1(b), in contrast to the monotonic growth for the rest
atom and hollow sites, is also an astonishing result.
To unravel the origin of this behavior in the dissipation
signal, which is clearly dependent on the tip-apex condition, we have first undertaken a thorough characterization
of the tip-apex termination for each spectroscopic series
based on an extensive and methodical comparison of the
measured SR force curves with the calculated chemical

FIG. 1 (color online). (a) Experimental and calculated shortrange forces over specific positions of the Ge111-c2  8
surface. Tip model that better reproduces the experimental
forces. (b) Dissipation signal measured with the forces shown
in (a). Simultaneously acquired topographic and dissipation
images (pattern A) of the surface; sizes: 5  5 nm2 and 3:6 
2:2 nm2 . Acquisition parameters: f0  183 663 Hz, K 
44:3 N=m, A  18:2 nm, Q  259 500.

FIG. 2 (color online). (a) Experimental and calculated shortrange forces over specific positions of the Ge111-c2  8
surface with a different tip-apex termination than in Fig. 1. Tip
model that better reproduces the experimental forces. (b) Dissipation signal measured with the forces shown in (a). Topographic images (pattern B) of the surface; sizes: 6  6 nm2
and 3:8  2:2 nm2 . Acquisition parameters are exactly the
same as the ones indicated in the caption of Fig. 1.
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forces using atomically extended and well-tested nanoasperities. A preliminary screening between a total of 27
different nanoasperities that vary in structure and composition (Si and Ge) [22] yielded to an asymmetric Ge dimer
terminated tip [tip A in Fig. 1(a)] as the most probable
candidate to reproduce the tip-apex termination for
pattern A imaging. Although the tip A reproduced the force
value and the stiffness of the attractive and repulsive
regions of the experimental curve over the adatom, an
excessive attractive force over the rest atom was obtained
due to the interaction of the tip-apex body with the surrounding Ge adatoms. By rotating the tip A with the dimer
line oriented 30 clockwise with respect to the adatom row
direction, finally both the value at the force minimum and
the stiffness of the attractive and repulsive regions were
also well reproduced for the rest atom site. In contrast,
pattern B imaging was probably produced by a symmetric
tip apex terminated in a single atom with a T4 coordination
and a dangling bond pointing perpendicular towards the
surface [tip B in Fig. 2(a)]. The excellent agreement in the
comparison of the calculated and the experimental SR
forces for each of these models is respectively shown in
Figs. 1(a) and 2(a) [27]. Here, the experimental curves
 for
have been horizontally shifted as a unit (1:6 A

Fig. 1 and 0:7 A for Fig. 2) to align them with the
calculated ones.
By applying the soft-mode concept and the transition
state theory to FM-AFM, Kantorovich and Trevethan [16]
have theoretically predicted that the dissipation signal
could be related to hysteresis originated by the existence
of two or more solutions in the force upon approaching
and retracting the tip over the surface. The forces obtained
from continuous fZ curves—the situation in Figs. 1(a)
and 2(a) [22,28]—reflect, however, the conservative part
of the tip-surface interaction [29], which would be composed by the average of these different force solutions over
one oscillation cycle [30,31]. Therefore, we have to rely on
calculations for investigating the existence of hysteresis in
the SR force.
Figure 3 displays the calculated SR forces upon the
approach and retraction of the two tip models, tip A and
tip B, over an adatom site. While in the case of tip B both
force curves are very similar, clear hysteresis between
two solutions appears for the tip A. The energy associated
with this hysteresis is 0:53 eV, a value close to the
dissipation signal at which the plateau in Fig. 1(b) is
observed (0:75 eV). The stability of the additional solution upon the tip A retraction is originated by notable
energy barriers between the minima at the bistable surface
potential generated by the tip-apex proximity for a significant distance range, as it can be seen in the calculated
potential energy as a function of the adatom’s vertical
displacement perpendicular to the surface (Fig. 4). These
large barriers are favored by the structural changes that
have taken place in the apex of tip A during the approach
and lead to a sharpening of the structure. Moreover, the
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FIG. 3 (color online). Calculated short-range forces for the
tip A and tip B models upon approach and retraction over a
Ge adatom.

accumulation of charge at the dimer’s lower atom reinforces its interaction with the surface adatom upon the retraction. These effects are not present in the single-atom
apex of tip B, leading to very small barriers [22] and a
significantly smaller hysteresis cycle (<0:1 eV).
These theoretical results provide an explanation for the
nonmonotonic distance behavior of the experimental dissipation signal over the adatom [Fig. 1(b)]. At zero temperature, a steplike behavior would be expected [16], as the
transition between the two solutions during the approach
cannot take place until the tip-surface distance where the
barrier goes to zero (around 3.5 Å) is reached (Fig. 4).
Upon the retraction, the system would stay in that solution
until the barrier for the transition back to the original
structure disappears (around 6.0 Å), following the whole
hysteresis cycle shown in Fig. 3(a). At the experiments’
temperature (80 K), the system has a probability to overcome these barriers and to jump between the two structures
shown in Fig. 4 at larger (shorter) tip-surface separation
distances during the approach (retraction), following a

FIG. 4 (color online). Calculated potential energy of a Ge
adatom as a function of its vertical displacement for several
separation distances of the tip A from the surface. The images
represent the adatom adsorption structure at the corresponding
energy minima for a tip-surface separation of 4.5 Å.
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fraction of the whole hysteresis cycle shown in Fig. 3(a).
This explains the onset of dissipation at 4.4 Å and the
steady increase in the signal for distances below 3.5 Å in
Fig. 1(b), where the barrier for the transition during approach has vanished (Fig. 4) and the system completes the
relevant part of the whole hysteresis cycle reaching the
plateau regime. The signal increment after the plateau is
related with the onset of a second dissipation channel —
involving significant distortions of the tip apex and the
adatom configuration, as well as bonding interactions beyond these two atoms—that is closely related to processes
leading to vertical atomic manipulation and to tip apex or
surface permanent modifications [32]. The dissipation signal at the rest atom and hollow sites [Fig. 1(b)] might be
originated by a concomitant dissipative interaction, similar
to the adatom case, between the nearby tip-apex atoms and
the neighboring surface adatoms.
The hysteresis in the force when probing a Ge adatom —
located in a T4 bonding configuration—with the tip A is
mainly related with the breaking and remaking of the bond
with the beneath surface atom (Fig. 4). The dissipated
energy observed at the plateau in Fig. 1(b) might be therefore considered as a measurement of the adhesion of this
Ge adatom single bond to the surface. This suggests that
FM-AFM atomic-dissipation imaging and spectroscopy
would provide information on the adhesion response of
the surface atoms to a single atomic contact with the tipapex, which could be related to differences in the local
atomic structure in homogeneous semiconductor surfaces
[see Fig. 1 in Ref. [22] ], or to the specific nature of the
different atomic species in heterogeneous ones, leading to
atomic recognition [16]. With a proper tip-apex characterization, they may develop in quantitative surface adhesion
maps at atomic scale.
In conclusion, a dissipation channel in dynamic force
microscopy on a semiconductor surface due to single
atomic contact adhesion has been clearly identified. This
dissipation channel is characterized by two different solutions in the short-range force upon the tip-apex approach
and retraction with a notable hysteresis between them. At
atomic level, this mainly manifests in the breaking and
remaking of a single bond between the probed adatom and
the beneath surface atom induced by a stronger adhesion
with the tip-apex upon the retraction.
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FIG. 1: (Color on line) Constant height scan and simultaneously measured dissipation signal on the Si(111)-(7 × 7) surface
at 10 K using frequency modulation atomic force microscopy [1] and constant cantilever oscillation amplitude. The (7 × 7)
reconstruction unit cell is highlighted in both images. As in previous measurements performed over this surface at similar
temperatures [2] both half-unit cells, the faulted-like (brighter) and the unfaulted-like, can be clearly distinguished in the
constant height scan image; structures at the rest atom positions are also observed. In the context of the present work, the
dissipation signal image is most interesting. As it can be seen in this image, the contrast on the corner adatoms differs from
that of the center adatoms. Astonishingly, while the center adatoms of both half-unit cells present similar contrast, the corner
adatoms of the faulted-like half-unit cell display less contrast than the corner adatoms of the unfaulted-like half-unit cell.
Taking the conclusions of this Letter into account, this dissipation image could be considered as a map of a single contact
adhesion response of the surface adatoms with the Si tip apex. The different contrast observed between the center adatoms
and the corner adatoms, and the different response displayed between the corner adatoms of the faulted-like and unfaulted-like
half-unit cells, points to a different adhesion interaction with the tip-apex due to intrinsic local structural differences between
the adatoms [3]. Upon this assumption, the corner adatoms of the faulted-like half-unit cell should be more strongly bonded
to the surface than the ones of the unfaulted-like half-unit cell. Moreover, a higher vertical mobility of the center adatoms
—nearly equal for both half-unit cells— due to a softer interaction with the underlying surface atoms is expected, in good
agreement with previous experimental observations [3, 4]. Notice, as well, that there is an increment of the dissipation signal
in the lower part of each surface adatom independently of its location. These asymmetric structures should be related with the
tip-apex since they are common to all the adatoms, and denote an increment of the adhesion with the tip outermost atom due
to a preferred directionality in the tip-apex configuration, as it has been pointed out elsewhere [5]. Image size is (5 × 5) nm2 .
Acquisition parameters were: f0 = 173833.1 Hz, K = 37.5 N/m, A = 13.3 nm, Q = 91700.
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FIG. 2: (Color on line) Calculated potential energy of a Ge adatom as a function of its vertical displacement for several
separation distances of the Tip B from the surface.

FIG. 3: (Color on line) Frequency shift, dissipation signal, and cantilever oscillation amplitude (dashed lines) measured at the
adatom (black lines), rest atom (red lines), and hollow (blue lines) sites of the Ge(111)-c(2 × 8) surface in the same session
but with two different tip-apex terminations. The short-range force curves displayed in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 of the Letter were
calculated from the frequency shift curves shown in (a) and (b), respectively. The inset shows details of the frequency shift
curves at the closer tip-sample distances. Notice that the frequency shift curves do not present any discontinuity, which has been
predicted for a dissipation signal originated by the presence of tip-surface atomic instabilities [5]. The cantilever oscillation
amplitude during the spectroscopic measurements is displayed together with the corresponding detected dissipation signal.
A maximum error of a 0.3% at the closest tip-surface distance from the free-oscillation amplitude value is obtained for the
spectroscopic series shown in (a). Acquisition parameters were f0 = 183663 Hz, K = 44.3 N/m, A = 18.2 nm, Q = 259500.
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FIG. 4: (Color on line) For the tip-apex characterization, a set of many nanoasperities of different structure and composition
were tested over the adatom and the rest atom positions. Some of these nanoasperities were selected from the experience gained
in previous atomistic simulations, others were produced sharpening a bulk structure by cleaving over different crystalline planes
directions, and the rest were the result of a heating and quenching process of some of the nanoasperities generated by the cleaving
method. We found that most of these structures can be grouped in very few families upon the qualitative force and dissipation
characteristics they exhibit, as it also happens in the experiments. A comparison of the calculated force upon the approach over
the adatom and the rest atom positions with the corresponding experimental forces allowed us a first screening. An analysis
of the contribution of the different parts of the remaining nanoasperities to the interaction force enabled us to discard some of
the structures and to look for an optimum orientation with respect to the surface. Small variations regarding their composition
and atomic coordination at the very apex enable us a final selection that was based on the best reproduction of the attractive
and repulsive regions of the experimental force curves. Finally, the nanoasperities satisfying the overall best fit —close value
to the force minima and better preproduction of the attractive and repulsive force regions— to the experimental curves of
both series (Tip A and Tip B in the Letter) where used for calculating the force curve over the adatom upon an approach and
retraction, and the potential energy for a surface Ge adatom as a function of its vertical displacement for several tip-surface
distances. Here we present the ball-and-stick models of some of the tested nanoasperities. The color code for the nanoasperity’s
composition is green for the Ge atoms, cream for the Si atoms, and white for Hydrogen.

